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MOUNT TO TRUCK
4 = M16 X 55 2.0P GR10.9 BOLTS
8 = M16 FLAT WASHERS
4 = M16 NYLOC NUT

2 = M36 X 100 4.0P GR4.6 BOLTS
4 = M36 FLAT WASHERS
2 = M36 NYLO NUT

4 = 5/8” X 43/4” BOLTS 
(CUT DOWN 5” BOLTS) 
8 = 5/8” FLAT WASHERS 
4 = 5/8”NYLOC NUTS

HINGES
2 = 5/8” X 21/2” HINGE BOLTS 
4 = 5/8” FLAT WASHERS 
4 = 5/8” SPRING WASHERS 
2 = 5/8” NYLOC NUTS

2 = 1/2” X 21/2” STOP BOLTS 
4 = 1/2” FLAT WASHERS 
4 = 1/2” SPRING WASHERS 
2 = 1/2” NYLOC NUTS

4 = 24x10MM AL STOP BUSHES
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To remove the outer lower panels of the 
original bumper disconnect the fog light 

plugs first. There will also be 2 bolts going 
into the fog light harness that will need to be 
removed. Next remove 4 Torx bolts per side 

to fully remove the outer bumper.

Remove panels behind lights to access 
headlight bolts. Remove both bolts from 
behind the headlights, this will allow the 

headlight assembly to swing forward 
providing access to remove the lower panels 
of the bumper. Ensure grille is open and side 

panels of the truck are open to allow the 
headlight assembly to open.̀
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To remove the front section of the bumper 
and grille. 4 Bolts will need to be removed 

from the top of the radar cover and the 
grille. 
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There are also 2 bolts located under the 
grille slightly hidden (pictured in blue below). 

Removing the last bolt in the middle of the 
bumper will allow the entire front section 

to be removed. (Note: Reinstall radar cover 
after grille and bumper have been removed).

Protect bottom of step with tape to avoid 
damage. Carefully twist brackets to get them 

into place. 

Fold the front step down to access the bolts 
on the rear of the step. The 2 Bolts behind 

the hinge will also need to be removed, this 
is where the bumper will be bolted to
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Loosely secure the bottom of the bracket 
with the supplied M36 x 100 4.0P GR4.6 bolt, 

washer and spring washer.

Fit bar up to mounts using the 5/8” hinge 
bolts, washers and nylock nuts. Do not over 

tighten as the bar will be difficult to raise 
and lower.

Loosely secure the top with supplied M16 x 
55 Grade 2.0P 10.9 bolts, washers and spring 

washers. 

Fit RHS cross member to mounts with 
supplied 5/8” x 5” bolts washers and nylock 

nuts. Ensure distance across the outside 
of the steel hinges is slightly less than the 

distance inside the aluminium hinges inside 
the bar. Tighten all bolts securely.
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Fit the bar stops with the supplied ½” x 3” 
bolts, 10mm bushes, washers and nylock 

nuts.

Cut outer Bumper sections in area shown 
to allow these to be refitted Being careful to 
avoid the fog lights and fog light mounts (if 

fitted)

Refit outer bumper sections in the opposite 
order to when they were removed. Raise bar 

and secure using 7/8” bolts.

Check that bar is level to the truck. Store 
lift out tow pin in truck cab or tool box when 
not in use to avoid interfering with braking 

radar system. Fit the number plate holder to 
the front of bar over tow box access hole. To 
comply with State and Federal requirements 
ensure that the hinged number plate holder 
is fixed in place using the supplied locking 

screw/bolt.
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Congratulations YOU HAVE 
FITTED Your NEW

SC1005 
WHITLOCK



C U S T O M E R  F E E D B A C K  P A G E

If any issues are found with following our instructions or fitment of our product, 
please fillout the section below with changes that we can make and email through 
toservice@whitlockbullbars.com.au or call 9796 4566.
Your feedback is appreciated!

Customer details:

Make:

Model:

Bull bar part no:


